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MOTIVATION

In the near future, high-speed broadband networks will enable 
public safety first responders to:

FIRST INSIGHTS AND ACHIEVEMENTS
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· Learn the precise loca�on of indoor and outdoor points of 
interest; 

· Receive real-�me data analy�cs that is relevant to the mission;

· Have precise and reliable mission-cri�cal communica�on.

OBJECTIVES

All this technological advancement demands user interfaces that 
are effec�ve and efficient, as they are operated in cri�cal situa�ons.

TECHNICAL APPROACH

· Prototype several concepts before 
commi�ng to a defini�ve interface; 

· Repeat and tweak simulated interfaces 
with li�le effort;

· Test the prototypes in a safe environment.

We will simulate the interface designs in virtu-
al reality. Within the virtual environment, it is 
possible to: 

METHODOLOGY

Prototyping and evaluation
of interaction techniques for PSOs

Prototyping and evaluation
of comprehensive PSUIs

Prototyping
cross-discipline PSUIs

1 - 1 interviews
Group discussions

Training observation
Shadow operations

Interaction metaphors in VR
Simulation of locomotion

Development of user interfaces
Enhance the situational awareness
Evaluation of cognitive demands

Cross-discipline critical situations

Requirement 
Analysis

Virtual Reality HMDs
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Design novel user interfaces for public-safety organiza�ons 
based on their needs and expecta�ons.

Use the first responders' exper�se and feedback to maximize 
the acceptance of the interfaces created.  

Evaluate the prototypes in virtual reality. 

· Our ini�al interviews and training observa�ons revealed that 
first responders are enthusias�c about the benefits that next 
genera�on UIs can bring to their work environments. 

· The interviews also exposed first responder’ major problems 
with the current technology and what are the desired tools 
would make their work more effec�ve, efficient and safer. 

· Since this approach aspires to offer validated user interfaces 
with a poten�al for implementa�on in the real world, all 
materials derived from the project are being provided in the 
“Public Safety User Interface Resource Library (PSUI-RL)”.Interviews, 

Training Observa�on

Refine the design Collect feedback

Re-engage with
first responders

Design and prototype
low-fidelity interfaces


